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CATEGORY BRANDS RANGE OF PRODUCTS

Body Armor 5.11 Tactical, GH Armor, 
Blackhawk, United Shield

Grainger offers an extensive array of body 
armor at excellent prices. With over 1,300 
choices, find the tactical vest, cutaway 
armor, carrier vest and specific body part 
protective armor that can fit your needs. 
Help ensure security and police officers stay 
as safe as possible on the job. 

Duty Belts and 
Harnesses

5.11 Tactical, ASP, 
Blackhawk, Gould  
& Goodrich, Heros Pride, 
Propper, Tru-Spec,  
Uncle Mike's, Vertx

If you work in security or law enforcement, 
you know how important duty belts and 
harnesses can be to your job. Grainger 
carries durable duty belts that can securely 
hold multiple pieces of equipment and  
keep everything within easy reach. Webbed 
nylon harnesses can keep a heavy, well-
equipped belt comfortably in place. You’ll 
find high-quality duty belts and harnesses 
that can stand up to the critical work you  
do at Grainger. 

Hats Heros Pride, Tru-Spec

Hats are available in a wide range of sizes, 
styles, and functionality to suit a broad range 
of applications. Whether you’re shopping for 
reliable range hats or multi-purpose tactical 
hats, Grainger has the headgear you need at 
a price you can afford. Crafted from modern 
materials and precision crafted for resilience 
and durability, our portfolio of hats provide 
comfort, breathability, and durability.

Rainwear

Helly Hansen, Occunomix, 
5.11 Tactical, Viking,  
Tingley, Bullwark, MCR 
Safety, Nasco, Work King

Rainwear sheds water to keep people  
dry while working outdoors in the rain.  
These garments are typically worn over 
clothes to form a protective waterproof  
layer. Rain suits, jackets, coats, pants, 
overalls, and ponchos can be worn 
separately or combined to get the desired 
coverage. Flame-resistant rainwear protects 
against water as well as flames in areas  
with fire hazards. 

Rubber Boots  
& Waders

Tingley, Honeywell  
Servus, Talon Trax, Viking, 
Dunlop, Baffin, Muck Boot 
Company, Xtratuf

Rubber boots and waders are worn over 
socks to keep feet dry when they are in 
continuous contact with water or chemicals. 
Hazardous materials (hazmat) boots protect 
feet from corrosive chemicals and are often 
used by emergency response teams or 
workers in chemical processing. Winter, 
cold-insulated boots keep feet warm and dry 
in wet and freezing temperatures. Waders 
extend to the hip or chest to keep feet dry 
when working in deep water.

Shoe &  
Boot Covers

DuPont, International 
Enviroguard, Kimberly- 
Clark, Tingley, Condor,  
VR Imagewear

Shoe & boot covers protect feet & shoes 
from chemical damage & keep contaminants 
from being tracked into cleanrooms and 
labs.
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Socks & Liners
5.11 Tactical, Carhartt,  
Fruit of the Loom, HCS, 
Heat Holders

Socks and boot liners provide a barrier 
between the foot and the boot or shoe 
to keep feet warm and prevent sores 
caused by rubbing. Thermal socks are 
worn in cold weather conditions to provide 
more insulation than general use socks. 
Compression socks help improve circulation. 
Slip-resistant socks are worn without 
shoes and have an anti-slip surface to help 
maintain good footing on slippery surfaces.

Tactical Boots
5.11 Tactical, Bates,  
Oakley, Propper,  
Reebok, Thorogood

Tactical boots are designed for professionals 
who put their lives on the line every day at 
work. A flexible choice for law enforcement, 
firefighters, military, EMS personnel, tactical 
operators, and more. Tactical boots are 
designed to handle rugged terrain while still 
offering breathability. They feature non-
slip traction for use in the mud, on rocks, 
or over other hazardous terrains.  These 
boots come in a variety of styles and sizes, 
including both women’s tactical boots and 
men’s tactical boots. Some just lace-up, and 
others have side zippers that allow you to 
take them on and off your foot quickly. These 
boots come in various heights for more 
ankle support. Tactical boots are available 
in several colors like brown, coyote, sage 
green, gray, desert tan, and black, to match 
any uniform requirement.

Tactical Pouches

5.11 Tactical, Airtek, ASP, 
Barska, Blackhawk, Gould 
& Goodrich, Heros Pride, 
Uncle Mike's, Vertx

Shop tactical pouches from Grainger.  
No matter how you set up your duty rig, 
you’ll find items here that can help keep  
the tools of your trade organized and  
easily accessible. Find pouches that can 
hold live and spent magazines, mace, lights 
and radios, gloves, handcuffs and more. 

Tactical Vests
5.11 Tactical, Barska, 
Blackhawk, GH Armor, 
Propper

Grainger is a leading supplier of tactical 
vests and other body armor at great prices. 
Quickly and easily find protective armor  
that can fit your security management and 
law enforcement needs. Grainger offers a 
variety of tactical vests in an array of colors, 
sizes and functions to help meet your 
mission and other personal security needs.

Uniform 
Accessories

Blackhawk, Gould & 
Goodrich, Heros Pride, 
Propper

Grainger provides uniform accessories, 
ideal for security management and law 
enforcement personnel. Our accessories 
include everything you need to make 
wearing uniforms more comfortable and 
adjustable. Shop for elastic shirt stays, 
rubber shirt keepers, collar extenders, tie 
bars and more to look your best on the job. 
Most products are adjustable, putting the 
wearer in control. 
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Uniform Patches, 
Emblems & 
Insignia

ASP, GH Armor, Heros Pride

Show off you patriotic side with our uniform 
patches and emblems that put Old Glory  
on display. Browse through other memorabilia 
that pays homage to the American military, 
law enforcement and other government 
agencies. Our products are excellent for 
those in the government, military, and add a 
layer of patriotism to any uniform. 

Uniforms

5.11 Tactical, Propper,  
ASP, First Tactical,  
Cobmex, Horace Small,  
Tru-Spec, Vertx,  
Flying Cross

Police and EMT uniforms are worn by 
law enforcement officers, firefighters, and 
emergency medical technicians. Jackets 
and parkas protect staff from rain and cold 
weather. Matched pants, shirts, and shorts 
help civilians identify law enforcement 
officers and public safety personnel.

Access Barriers 
& Crowd Control

Rubbermaid, Queueway, 
Retractabelt, Ironguard, 
Tensabarrier

Access barriers and crowd control  
supplies keep order at events, municipal 
services, or in areas with heavy foot traffic. 
Portable belt barriers, plastic chain barriers, 
and rope barriers guide pedestrians 
or temporarily block access to aisles, 
doorways, and walkways. Wall-mounted 
retractable barriers restrict access without 
taking up floor space. Barricades and 
portable safety barriers direct traffic and 
block access to hazards or equipment. 
Gates block access to property, and 
turnstiles manage and count pedestrian 
access to buildings or events.

Ballistic &  
Riot Shields

United Shield, GH Armor, 
Paulson, Secpro

Whether you're controlling a crowd, 
engaging in tactical simulation or out in the 
field, ballistic and riot shields are your first 
line of defense. Used by tactical teams, 
ballistic protection shields help deflect 
bullets and other projectiles aimed at the 
carrier.  Law enforcement professionals can 
find riot shields that are specially designed 
for crowd control situations.

Ballistic Helmets Revision Military,  
United Shield

Browse Grainger for a range of  
Ballistic Helmets. Ballistic Helmets  
provide head protection in dangerous 
working environments, and are commonly 
used amongst law enforcement officials.  
Call or click today to place your order.

Batons ASP, Guard Dog  
Security, Secpro

Grainger carries a wide variety of batons 
designed as impact tools that are ideal  
for law enforcement and military personnel. 
They offer an easy-to-carry expandable 
reach and many come with features such  
as rubberized grips. When it comes to your 
law enforcement needs, shop Grainger for 
steel batons available in a variety of lengths 
and diameters.
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Binoculars Barska, Bushnell,  
Carson, Northwest

Keep tabs on people or objects in the 
distance with a pair of powerful binoculars 
from Grainger. This selection includes 
high-quality field glasses with a wide 
range of magnification options for a variety 
of applications, including military, law 
enforcement, border security and more. If 
nighttime observation is in the mix, check 
out the night vision monoculars. 

Body Camera 
Systems Digital Ally

Body camera systems include a body 
camera, also known as a body worn video 
(BWV), body-worn camera, or wearable 
camera. Body cameras are utilized mostly 
by law enforcement personnel to provide an 
audio, video, and photographic record of 
policing procedures.

Detectors & 
Scanners

Barska, Fisher Research, 
Garrett Metal Detectors, 
Metal Defender

Metal detectors and scanners are designed 
to enhance the safety and security of 
your facility by allowing you to perform 
non-invasive body searches, check 
packages and locate metal in the ground 
or underwater. Shop Grainger for handheld, 
ground search and walk-through metal 
detectors. Fine tune your frequency with 
calibration tools and analyzers and keep 
your device running during emergencies with 
batter backups.

Evidence  
Bags &  
Collection Kits

Cortech, Kapak

Get top-quality evidence bags and collection 
kits from Grainger delivered right to your 
door. Find sketching kits, evidence pouches, 
inmate money bags, gunshot residue 
collection kits, pull-tight locking seals and 
more here. Items are easy to order online 
and ready to ship. Help ensure officers 
have what they need to get their important 
work done. Stock up today on security 
management and law enforcement supplies, 
including evidence bags and collection kits, 
at Grainger.

Evidence 
Markers Cortech

Help protect the integrity of a crime scene 
and keep the evidence organized with 
evidence markers from Grainger. These 
markers can be essential components of 
crime scene management. Choose from a 
variety of bright, easy-to-see colors marked 
with numbers and letters to help you 
categorize evidence. Check out Grainger's 
selection of evidence markers today.
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Evidence  
Storage Lockers Sentinel

Browse through our supply of evidence 
storage lockers. Our storage lockers are 
suitable to be used in law enforcement  
and security management settings. You  
can count on them to store evidence in 
every phase of the law enforcement process 
without tampering with the evidence. They 
are composed of cold-rolled steel, which 
features a high level of security. Choose  
from a range of compartments. We offer 
nonpass-through and pass through doors 
and keyless locking.

Fingerprint 
Stations Cortech

Grainger carries convenient portable 
fingerprint stations so law enforcement 
officers, human resource professionals 
and others can easily take them wherever 
they’re needed. An ink roller palm printer 
can provide complete handprints. Whether 
fingerprints are needed for employment 
background checks or for other purposes, 
find fingerprint stations that can handle the 
job at Grainger.

Forcible  
Entry Tools

5.11 Tactical, Blackhawk, 
Council Tool, S.E.T.  
Tools, Stanely

Grainger offers forcible entry tools. Pry and 
breach your way through doors and other 
fixtures that won't budge with our vast 
supply of forcible entry products. Browse 
through tool kits, grip forcible entry tools, 
hammers, battering rams and more. Our  
bolt cutters are potent enough to cut through 
the toughest materials such as chain link 
fences, cables, security chains and hardened 
locks. Break through glass with our break 
n' rake tool or breach through a number 
of surfaces with our tactical entry tool kit. 
Our tools are made to rupture heavy-duty 
exteriors and can be used by a number of 
fire and rescue professionals.

Gas Mask 
Canisters

3M, Avon Protection, 
Honeywell North, MSA, 
Scott Safety

Gas mask canisters remove poisonous 
chemicals and bacteria to provide 
breathable air.

Gas Masks
3M, Avon Protection, 
Honeywell North, MSA, 
Scott Safety

Gas masks protect the face and filter the 
air where there is exposure to harmful 
chemicals and toxins.
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Gun  
Accessories

Barska, Blackhawk,  
Master Lock, Steiner Optics, 
Uncle Mike's

Grainger offers gun accessories for gun 
maintenance and to enhance your gun-
ownership experience. Owning a gun is as 
big an investment as it is a responsibility and 
we strive to support you in your ownership 
maintenance. Choose from AR wrench tools, 
to gun keys for ultimate security of your 
gun. We feature great gun placement tools 
like tactical fore grips and tactical mounts. 
There are plenty of options for the care and 
keeping of your gun. Store guns with our 
buttstock shell holders. Grainger has all the 
tools for gunsmithing.

Gun Cleaning  
& Clearing Hoppe's, Gerber

Count on Grainger to help you keep your 
firearms in top condition with a selection of 
gun cleaning kits and accessories. Whether 
law enforcement, military or civilian, choose 
from a variety of kits, boresnakes and rubs 
ideal for cleaning hunting rifles as well as 
small arms. Shop Grainger for gun cleaning 
kits and other firearms essentials today.

Gun Holsters

5.11 Tactical,  
Barska, Blackhawk,  
Gould & Goodrich,  
Uncle Mike's, Vertx

Before shopping at an expensive gun 
retailer, check out the incredible selection of 
durable gun holsters at Grainger. Find right, 
left and ambidextrous duty holsters that 
can fit popular handgun brands. Whether 
you’re carrying for personal protection or 
law enforcement purposes, you’re likely to 
find gun holsters that can serve your needs 
here. Shop Grainger today for duty holsters 
as high-quality and professional as the guns 
they carry!

Gun Magazines  
& Speed Loaders Uncle Mike's

Stay locked and loaded with a selection 
of gun magazines and speed loaders from 
Grainger. Choose from 10-, 30- or 50-round 
clips and more that are suitable for use with 
handguns as well as automatic firearms. 
Count on Grainger for your law enforcement, 
military, security and professional sport 
shooting needs and shop the selection of 
gun magazines and speed loaders today.

Gun Oil & 
Cleaning 
Solvents

Hoppe's, M-Pro-7

Grainger offers high-viscosity gun oils that 
are long lasting and do not harden, gum or 
expire.  Use before and after use to provide 
moisture and rust protection. Cleaning 
solvents remove powder, lead, metal fouling, 
and rust.

Handcuffs  
& Restraints

ASP, Cortech,  
Peerless, Safariland

Grainger provides security management and 
law enforcement with our array of handcuffs 
and restraints. Browse through handcuffs 
in different materials. We also offer leg irons 
with chains and cuffs for restraint beyond the 
hands. Our transport hoods feature bacteria-
filtering fabric, so that no bacterium ever 
leaves the hood. Control wrists, arms and 
ankles with our DoubleCuf restraints.
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Folding Knives
5.11 Tactical, Gerber, ASP, 
Benchmade, Blackhawk, 
Buck Knives, Camillus

Choose from single-bladed smooth-edge 
or serrated knives, a double-bladed knife 
with fine edge and clip-point blades, a 
5-blade field dressing knife and many more 
pocket knives. Whether you work indoors 
or outdoors, keep a versatile folding knife or 
pocket knife from Grainger at your disposal.

Laser Sights Barska, Steiner

Let Grainger help you take aim with a 
selection of laser sights designed for  
use on most firearms. Red beams are best 
used in low light applications where the 
target surface is within 20 feet of the user. 
Green beams are ideal for use in long range 
applications and bright lighting. When it 
comes to accessories for your firearms,  
shop Grainger.

Night Vision 
Devices ATN, Bushnell, Carson

Turn to Grainger for a large selection of 
night vision devices suitable for a wide 
variety of applications from law enforcement 
and military to hunting, surveilance and 
navigation. Choose from night vision goggles 
and monoculars featuring weather resistant 
construction and a range of magnification 
settings to meet your needs. Shop Grainger 
for night vision devices today!

Military, Police  
& Tactical Gloves

5.11 Tactical, Damascus, 
Ironclad, Mechanixwear, 
Oakley, Petzl, Ringers, 
Secpro, Youngstown Glove

Military, police, and tactical gloves are made 
of durable and flexible materials to protect 
workers who encounter a variety of hazards. 
Gloves with coatings and additional features 
(such as impact- and cut-resistance) protect 
against multiple hazards.

Rifle Scopes Barska, Steiner,  
Sig Sauer, Steiner

Grainger presents a wealth of rifle scopes 
to achieve a desirable view of your target, 
increasing your chances of hitting it. 
Regardless of the potency of your rifle, a 
rifle scope is immensely beneficial, as it 
allows you to clearly see your targets. Our 
line of rifle scopes will place a far-flung 
target into plain view, maximizing your 
chances of a hit without giving up your 
hiding spot and safe distance. Our scopes 
offer various magnifications to directly meet 
your magnifying needs. Browse through mild 
magnifications of 1-2x, or opt for stronger 
ones of up to 26 x. And shop Grainger for 
rifle scope accessories to enhance and 
protect your rifle scope.

Rifle Stocks  
& Slings

5.11 Tactical, Barska, 
Blackhawk, Butler Creek, 
Uncle Mike's

Help keep your law enforcement team safe 
with rugged rifle stocks, slings, swivels and 
more from Grainger. This gear is designed 
to help law enforcement officers perform 
their duties comfortably and quietly when 
faced with dangerous tactical situations. 
Shop Grainger today to find high-quality rifle 
stocks, durable slings and smooth-operating 
swivels for your team.
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Riot Gear Secpro, Damascus, Paulson, 
United Shield, GH Armor

Riot gear is designed to ensure safety for 
law enforcement officers and tactical team 
members in critical assault situations.

Shooting  
Range Targets LE Targets

Grainger carries a large selection of shooting 
range targets to help train law enforcement, 
military personnel and government agencies 
for action. Choose from bulls eye and 
sighting targets, state specific, situational, 
combat and training targets and more to 
help you practice hand/eye coordination with 
your firearm. For your security management 
and law enforcement needs - shop Grainger 
for shooting range targets today.

Tactical  
Assault Packs

5.11 Tactical, ASP, Barska, 
Blackhawk, Cortech, Guard 
Dog Security, Oakley, 
Propper, Tru-Spec

Take a look at the wide selection of tactical 
assault packs at Grainger. Whether you're 
looking for a large combat backpack or small 
over-the-shoulder pouch, you’ll likely find 
what you need here. Check out the wide 
selection of tactical assault packs in many 
different colors including black and multiple 
camouflage styles. Get the pack that can fit 
your mission at Grainger today!

Thermal Imaging 
Cameras Avon Protection

Thermal imaging cameras can be an 
important element in any security system. 
Let Grainger show you how these 
specialized cameras can expand your view 
beyond the visible and help keep your home 
or business safe. Security imaging systems 
are a smart investment, giving you a wider 
view at a reasonable cost. Shop Grainger 
today for top-quality thermal imaging 
cameras to help keep properties secure  
and people safe.

Training Weapons ASP

Training guns provide realistic training 
replicas of actual law enforcement 
equipment. They are lightweight, forgiving 
in the training environment and durable for 
continuous training use. Precision molded 
guns fit high security law enforcement 
duty holsters. They provide a safe means 
of training law enforcement personnel 
to handle, transport, retain and present 
firearms. In every significant training detail, 
these training guns replicate the exact 
appearance and handling characteristics of 
duty firearms.

Two Way 
Radios & Police 
Scanners

Cobra, Uniden, Motorola, 
Kenwood, Midland, Ritron, 
Standard Horizon

Two-way radios, police scanners, and 
vessel automatic identification systems are 
real-time communication devices. Two-way 
radios allow people to listen and talk to one 
another across a dedicated radio channel. 
Police scanners receive communication 
from law enforcement, fire, and medical 
emergency services. Vessel automatic 
identification systems allow boats to receive 
and transmit identification information such 
as vessel names and location.
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Weapon  
Cases & Bags

5.11 Tactical, Barska, 
Blackhawk, Plano Molding, 
Plano Tactical, Propper, 
Uncle Mike's, Pelican

Grainger carries a variety of gun cases and 
bags, including rifle and pistol cases, to help 
meet your safe gun storage and transport 
needs. Whether you are looking for a hard 
case or soft bag for a rifle or pistol, Grainger 
offers many choices to help keep your 
weapon protected from the elements and 
safer and easier to carry. Hard cases and 
soft bags offer a variety of sizes to help  
you find the right one for your weapon.  
Shop Grainger for durable weapon cases 
and bags today!

Weapon  
Storage Cabinets Stack-On, Sentinel

Sift through our various offerings of weapon 
storage cabinets. Grainger is the place to go 
for the security and law enforcement trades 
seeking out products to maximize security 
and maintain a well-stocked locker. Our 
products include varieties of lockers and 
cabinets, designated to securely hold your 
arms and weaponry. Store pistols, carbines 
and rifles. Sturdy and strong, our cabinets 
can handle a multitude of weapons and 
are available in various sizes and drawer 
amounts. Shop Grainger today!

Batteries & 
Battery Chargers

Duracell, Energizer, 
Rayovac, Dayton

Batteries and battery chargers provide power 
and portability to electrical devices and 
equipment. Original equipment manufacturer 
(OEM) batteries can replace manufacturer-
specific batteries in compatible devices such 
as cordless tools, lanterns, and two-way 
radios. Disposable, household batteries 
are commonly used in low-drain devices 
such as flashlights, remote controls, clocks, 
and smoke detectors. High-performance 
batteries provide increased capacity to 
handle spikes in power demand from 
high-drain devices such as digital cameras, 
thermal imagers, digital audio, drones, 
video game controllers, GPS equipment, 
and keyless entry systems. Rechargeable 
batteries can be used repeatedly without 
the need for constant replacement. Battery 
chargers replenish the power of depleted 
rechargeable batteries.

Handheld 
Flashlights

Maglite, Streamlight, 
Pelican, Princeton Tec, 
Surefire, Fenix Lighting, 
Bright Star

Use handheld flashlights from Grainger 
for any number of industrial, military and 
security applications. Rugged, waterproof 
military and tactical flashlights can withstand 
hazardous situations. Police often employ a 
UV flashlight at crime scenes. LED flashlights 
can offer long life and reliability, while xenon 
flashlights can be brighter and even more 
energy efficient. Choose durable, long-
lasting handheld flashlights from Grainger to 
help provide light in dark situations.
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Headlamps Princeton Tec, Streamlight, 
Pelican, Lumapro, Energizer

This headlamp selection can offer a wide 
range of options. Choose headgear that 
offers a wide and focused beam, or one with 
three levels of light, including a strobe. Get 
one with a built-in clip that can attach to 
surfaces up to 1/2" thick. If you work around 
water, choose a waterproof headlamp. Find a 
large variety of headlamps that let you keep 
your hands free at Grainger.

Lanterns Streamlight, Pelican,  
Bright Star

Grainger carries dependable lanterns to 
help you light your way in the dark or when 
working in dimly lit areas such as mineshafts, 
attics and crawlspaces. A rechargeable 
lantern can save money on batteries. An 
LED lantern can help stretch your battery's 
charge more than an incandescent one. 
A Safety-Approved lantern has passed a 
battery of rigorous tests conducted by a 
specified safety agency. These lanterns can 
be critical to those who work in hazardous 
environments. 

Penlights & 
Inspection Lights

Streamlight, EMI,  
Pelican, Maglite

Penlights are used by a variety of 
professionals from doctors to mechanics. 
Grainger carries penlights that offer a highly 
concentrated beam of light in a compact 
design ideal for a variety of tasks from 
checking pupil response to pinpointing 
mechanical issues. When you need a bright, 
accurate, controllable light source, let 
Grainger help you find the right penlight for 
the job.

Area Lights
Pelican, Streamlight,  
Fox Fury, Lumapro,  
Propac, Genie

Grainger offers a wide range of area lights 
that are portable, rechargeable and provide 
up to 24 hours of light. These rugged lights 
can be used anytime, anywhere to help 
you get the job done. A single person can 
carry, deploy and stow these lights.  Swivel 
heads allow you to swivel the light head 360 
degrees to aim the beam where needed.

Spotlights
Streamlight, Pelican, 
Brinkmann, Princeton Tec, 
KH Industries

Get yourself a high-quality spotlight from 
Grainger for those times when you need 
more light than a standard flashlight can 
provide. Tuck a spotlight with emergency 
flashers behind your truck seat for those 
unexpected visits to the side of the road. 
Look at spotlights with tempered glass 
lenses if you work in rugged environments. 

Weapon Mounted 
Tactical Lights

Streamlight, Sig Sauer, 
Steiner, Surefire

Weapon mounted flashlights, also know 
as weapon-mounted lights or WML’s, are 
lightweight and compact so as not to throw 
off the balance of the pistol or long gun. 
They provide illumination for more accurate 
targeting and feature higher light output 
compared to older model lights.
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Cleaning 
Chemicals

Diversey, Clorox, Windex, 
Pine Sol, Simple Green, 
Lysol, Tough Guy, 3M, Zep

Cleaning chemicals clean, degrease, 
sanitize, and disinfect to help maintain  
your facility. Non-solvent and solvent-
based degreasers dissolve contaminants 
from parts. Disinfectants and sanitizers like 
bleach are cleaning agents that clear away 
germs. Adhesive removers remove sticky 
substances such as wood glue, grease, and 
tar. Dishwashing soaps, detergents, and 
rinses keep dishes and kitchen tools clean.

Cleaning 
Supplies

Tennant, Dayton, 
Rubbermaid, Hoover, Tough 
Guy, Sanitaire, 3M

Bathroom cleaning supplies and equipment 
are used to clean restrooms and keep them 
in working order. Cleaning tools like brushes, 
brooms, dusters, and squeegees have 
handles to make it easier to access hard-to-
reach areas. Floor cleaning tools are used 
to dust, mop, and polish floors. Cleaning 
rags, shop towels, and dust cloths clean off 
grime, wipe away dust, and soak up spills. 
Window cleaning supplies remove debris 
and smudges from windows. Holders and 
dispensers like housekeeping carts, totes, 
and buckets are for carrying supplies and 
cleaning solutions from job to job.

Lighting
Lithonia, Philips, GE 
Lighting, Hubbell, Lutron, 
Fenix, Advance, Cree

Lighting products supply light for emergency 
situations, general work environments, and 
specific job tasks. They include industrial 
lighting fixtures, shop lights, garage lighting, 
LED lighting fixtures, emergency lighting, 
light bulbs, and more. Job site and task 
lighting, such as temporary lighting or 
medical lighting or machine tool lights, 
provide hands-free lighting for general 
job-site work or specific tasks. Lamps and 
light bulbs can be used in permanent light 
fixtures while portable lamps and flashlights 
are handheld tools used for temporary or 
general lighting. Ballasts, lighting controls, 
and replacement parts are used to maintain 
and operate a lighting system.

Hand Care

OPS, GOJO, Scrubs, 
Georgia Pacific, Ability One, 
Purell, Hospeco, Dial,  
Tough Guy

Hand care products help promote effective 
hand washing and germ control in hospitals, 
hospitality facilities, and workplaces. They 
are typically supplied in patient rooms, 
bathrooms, break rooms, locker rooms,  
and other high-traffic areas. Hand soaps  
and industrial hand cleaners remove dirt, 
grease, and grime from hands while hand 
and body wipes are ideal when soap and 
water are unavailable. Hand and body 
lotion can help restore moisture lost from 
using soap. Hand sanitizers and dispensers 
help visitors and employees fight germs 
and bacteria while on the go. Hand dryers 
and accessories eliminate the waste and 
expense of paper towels.
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HVAC & 
Refrigeration

Friedrich, Movin Cool, 
Dayton, Air Handler, Big 
Ass Fans, Portacool, Power 
Breezer, Dri-Eaz, Frigidaire

HVAC and refrigeration equipment helps 
keep industrial, commercial, and residential 
facilities properly heated, cooled, and 
ventilated to maintain a comfortable 
environment. Heaters provide warmth in the 
winter. Fans and air conditioners cool off 
areas in the summer. Air filters help remove 
dust and other airborne contaminants from 
the air stream to improve indoor air quality. 
Thermostats and controls help streamline the 
operation of HVAC systems to improve their 
efficiency. Refrigeration supplies are used to 
maintain refrigerators, air conditioners, and 
other HVAC equipment that use refrigerant to 
keep them working as expected.

Lockers Lyon, Tennsco, Hallowell, 
Bradley, Strong Hold, Edsal

Storage lockers store and protect 
equipment, personal possessions, and 
other important items. Box lockers and cell 
phone lockers provide small spaces to store 
personal items, such as cell phones, wallets 
and cameras. Wardrobe lockers have room 
for clothing, coats and other belongings. 
Evidence storage lockers provide extra 
security for use in law enforcement and 
security management applications. Gear 
lockers have space for clothing and also 
storage for equipment bags and other 
athletic gear. Bulk storage lockers keep 
contents secure, while still visible, to save 
time searching for frequently used items.

Padlocks Master Lock, Sesamee, 
Schlage, Abus, Abloy

Padlocks secure doors or gates from 
unauthorized access and lock up  
equipment to protect valuable items  
from theft. Heavy-duty cables and cable 
locks protect equipment, tools, and trailers 
from theft. Combination locks secure  
lockers or luggage. Weather-resistant 
models won't corrode in rain, sleet, or  
snow, while covered padlocks feature 
a shroud for added protection and long 
service life. Padlock guards protect against 
vandalism and damage from bolt cutters or 
inclement weather.

Paper Products  
& Dispensers

Georgia Pacific, Tough Guy, 
Ability One, Hospeco

Paper products are disposable, sanitary 
items typically used in hotels, restaurants, 
medical facilities, and workplaces to 
encourage cleanliness. Door handle tissues 
provide a shield between hands and door 
handles while facial tissues are soft and 
used for more delicate cleaning. Toilet paper 
and toilet seat covers promote hygiene in 
restrooms and provide comfort to visitors. 
Paper towels are disposable, absorbent 
rolls and sheets used to clean up spills and 
wipe surfaces and equipment. Automatic 
and manual dispensers keep paper products 
handy while dispensing one sheet at a time 
to reduce waste.
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Shelving & 
Storage Racks

Edsal, Steel King, Sandusky, 
Tennsco, Husky, Metro, 
Nashville Wire

Shelving and storage racks keep tools, 
materials and other supplies organized and 
accessible. Bin storage racks, modular units, 
and pegboard and slatwall organization units 
are easily modified for changing storage 
needs. Racks, pallet racks and accessories 
offer bulk storage and accommodate 
large items for organizing warehouses and 
stock rooms. Shelving units provide easily 
accessible storage for everyday items. 
Retail displays and accessories showcase 
merchandise in retail stores.

Storage 
Containers

Decade Products, 
Sterilite, Akro-Mils,  
Pelican, Buckhorn, Orbis, 
Durabilt, Quorpak

Storage containers are used to stack, stow, 
and carry materials in office spaces and 
production facilities. Plastic storage boxes 
and tool chests include models suitable for 
storing and protecting files and jobsite tools 
and supplies. Bulk storage tubs and bins 
can also be used to keep office supplies 
organized or replacement parts accessible. 
Storage tanks and containers are available 
for both bulk solid and liquid materials.

Tools
Dewalt, Westward, 
Milwaukee, Keson, Proto, 
Bosch, Stanley

Hand tools include clamps, cutting tools, 
measuring tools, hammers, screwdrivers, 
and wrenches. They provide precise control 
and are used for tasks where power tools 
are cumbersome or where high amounts of 
force are not required. Power tools include 
cordless, corded, hydraulic, and air-powered 
drills, drivers, impact wrenches, saws, and 
finishing tools. They are used for tasks 
that are repeated (such as driving nails in 
sheetrock) or where high force and speed 
are required. Measuring and layout tools 
ensure workpieces are cut to the correct 
length and angle. Sockets and bits are used 
with wrenches, screwdrivers, and drills 
to create holes and drive fasteners. Tool 
tethers, balancers, and retractors secure 
tools to keep them close at hand when 
needed and help prevent injuries caused 
by dropped tools. Tool storage keeps tools 
secure and organized for quick access.

Video 
Surveillance

Speco, Bosch, Vitek, LTS, 
Triplett, BV Tech

Video surveillance systems and accessories 
deter theft and vandalism and record 
offenders. Dome and covert cameras install 
out of sight to record suspicious activity and 
protect property. Accessories such as wall 
brackets and camera housings can help to 
stabilize and protect closed-circuit television 
(CCTV) systems from outdoor elements.
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Waste, Recycling 
& Trash Supplies

Tough Guy, Rubbermaid, 
Ability One, Hospeco, Glad

Waste, recycling, and trash supplies are 
used to collect, sort, and transport trash and 
recycling materials. Trash supplies include 
cans and receptacles to encourage people 
to sort and dispose of trash correctly and 
help reduce litter. Bin liners and trash bags 
help keep cans clean, make it easier for 
workers to collect trash, and keep trash 
contained. Compactors reduce the volume 
of collected trash so the trash takes up less 
space in dumpsters. Pickers, grabbers, and 
self-standing receptacles are used in litter 
collection tasks and landscaping operations.

Disposable 
& Chemical 
Resistant 
Clothing

Ansell, DuPont, Condor, 
International Enviroguard, 
3M, Lakeland

Disposable clothing and chemical-resistant 
clothing items offer protection for employees 
working with liquids in laboratory and 
industrial settings. Disposable aprons, 
hoods, and gowns provide a barrier against 
light splashing of specific fluids, depending 
on material construction. Chemical-resistant 
clothing, such as gloves, hoods, aprons, 
eyewear, and lab clothes, can prevent direct 
contact with chemicals. Encapsulated 
chemical suits offer full-body protection from 
occupational hazards.

Disposable 
Gloves

Microflex, Ansell,  
Condor, Showa

Disposable gloves create a barrier between 
your hands and objects you are handling to 
keep hands clean and protected and keep 
oils and dirt on your hands from transferring 
to the objects. Single-use gloves are throw 
away after each task to prevent cross 
contamination. Thinner gloves offer higher 
dexterity and better touch sensitivity, while 
thicker offer more protection for hands. 
Single-use disposable gloves are worn in 
laboratories, food service, cleanrooms and 
sterile environments, and when cleaning or 
performing janitorial tasks.

EMT & Rescue 
Supplies

Zoll, Physio Control, 
Honeywell, North American 
Rescue, EMI, Adventure 
Medical, Medsource

EMT and rescue supplies equip first 
responders with items needed for 
treating injuries, providing critical care, 
and transporting patients during medical 
emergencies. Aspirators and suction 
equipment extract bodily fluids, clear 
airways, and remove surgical fluids and  
body tissues. CPR devices and masks  
assist with breathing difficulties.  
Backboards, stretchers, and first-aid cots 
provide support to move injured people 
between locations. Cervical collars, head 
immobilizers, and splints stabilize body parts 
to prevent further injury. Defibrillators help 
resuscitate victims of cardiac arrest. EMT 
trauma kits provide a portable set of medical 
supplies and equipment. Patient transfer 
equipment includes belts, boards, and  
mats for supporting and securing people 
during transport.
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First Aid &  
Wound Care

First Aid Only, Medique, 
Honeywell, Physicianscare, 
North American Rescue

First-aid and wound-care supplies provide 
relief for non-critical injuries and illnesses. 
Bandages, gauze, pads, and wraps cover 
wounds to keep out contaminants. Ice packs 
and thermal wraps alleviate muscle and 
joint pain. First-aid tape secures bandages 
and wound dressings. First-aid kits include 
supplies and medicine for attending to 
cuts, insect bites, burns, and other minor 
injuries. Nonprescription medications treat 
headaches, aches and pains, coughs, colds, 
and upset stomachs. Medicine vending 
machines allow employees to access over-
the-counter medicines and first-aid supplies 
without having to leave the workplace. 
Topical ointments, creams, and antiseptics 
relieve pain, clean wounds, and treat burns, 
stings, and rashes.

General  
Purpose Gloves

Ansell, Showa, Condor, 
Hexarmor, Ironclad, MCR 
Safety, BDG

General purpose gloves keep hands clean 
and protect hands from minor abrasion 
in low-risk environments. Task and chore 
gloves are lightweight gloves used to keep 
hands clean and protect against scrapes  
and abrasions in low-risk environments. 
They are used in general warehouse and 
shipping tasks, landscaping, light assembly, 
general maintenance, and light automotive 
work. Coated knit general purpose gloves 
are more abrasion resistant than uncoated 
gloves. Leather general purpose gloves 
provide a balance of abrasion resistance  
and dexterity and are often used 
in construction, carpentry, general 
maintenance, and landscaping.

Hearing 
Protection

3M Peltor, Condor, 
Honeywell Howard  
Leight, Moldex

Hearing protection devices are worn on or 
in your ears to protect against hearing loss 
in environments with potentially hazardous 
noise levels. These protective ear muffs or 
ear plugs typically have a noise reduction 
rating (NRR) specifying the decibels (dB), or 
sound intensity, by which they reduce sound 
levels. OSHA standards call for hearing 
protectors that reduce exposure to below 
85 dB over the course of an average 8-hour 
work shift to avoid noise-induced hearing 
loss (NIHL). Hearing protection is commonly 
used wherever loud machinery is being 
operated such as at factories, mills, mines, 
construction sites, landscaping operations, 
and medical testing facilities.

Military, Police & 
Tactical Gloves

Mechanix Wear, Ironclad, 
Ringers, Youngstown Glove

Military, police, and tactical gloves are made 
of durable and flexible materials to protect 
workers who encounter a variety of hazards. 
Gloves with coatings and additional features 
(such as impact- and cut-resistance) protect 
against multiple hazards.
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Respiratory 
Protection

Avon Protection, MSA, 
Scott Safety, 3M, ILC Dover, 
Honeywell North, Condor

Respiratory Protection equipment provides 
clean air for breathing and protects against 
harmful fumes or airborne contaminants. 
Airline filtration and CO monitors remove 
contaminants and check gas concentration 
in air supplies. Disposable respirators and 
dust masks block out airborne particles in 
emergency situations and dusty work areas. 
Emergency escape breathing apparatus 
and escape hoods provide short-term 
protection from contaminated air so people 
can evacuate an unsafe area. Fit-testing 
equipment determines whether a respirator 
properly fits the user. Respirators and gas 
masks work with filtration cartridges to 
supply clean air when working in potentially 
hazardous environments. SCBA (self-
contained breathing apparatus) draws high-
quality breathable air from a compressed-air 
cylinder and delivers it to the attached 
face mask. PAPR (powered air purifying 
respirator) pulls surrounding air through 
a filter and blows the purified air into the 
attached face mask.

Safety Glasses

Edge Eyewear,  
Bolle Safety, Honeywell 
UVEX, Pyramex, Condor, 
Radians, Revision Military

Safety glasses shield a worker's eyes to 
prevent eye damage. They block dirt, dust, 
debris, chemicals, or liquids from entering 
the eyes. Glasses have lenses that provide 
visibility. Safety glasses are commonly worn 
in laboratories, construction or landscaping 
sites, manufacturing facilities, automotive 
repair shops, or woodworking environments.

Traffic Safety

Tensabarrier, Gateway 
Safety Flares, JBC 
Revolution, Cortina, Tolco, 
PowerFlare, Aervoe

Traffic-control equipment marks boundaries, 
creates barriers, and provides direction 
for managing traffic on roads and inside 
facilities. These traffic safety products help 
prevent collisions and traffic backups. 
Barrier tapes and pavement markers identify 
closed off areas, traffic lanes, survey sites, 
and more. Traffic barrels, drums, barricades, 
cones, and delineator posts form temporary 
lanes and block sections of road during 
road construction. Parking curbs, speed 
bumps, and stop/slow paddles help control 
traffic speed and flow. Traffic warning flags 
alert people to truck traffic hazards such as 
wide loads and nearby vehicles. Windsocks 
alert pilots and air traffic controllers to 
wind direction and speed and are used in 
industrial setting to indicate wind direction in 
the event of a gas or chemical leak.
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Water Safety Condor, Mustang  
Survival, Stearns

Water-safety products provide equipment for 
people to protect themselves or assist others 
who are working on, in, or near bodies of 
water. This equipment is commonly used 
by emergency teams responding to water 
rescues and floods. Immersion survival 
and rescue suits block out water, protect 
against hypothermia, and aid flotation. Life 
jackets and PFDs keep people afloat in 
deep or unpredictable waters. Water-rescue 
equipment includes ring buoys for helping 
distressed swimmers and rescue boats for 
escaping sinking or capsized ships.

Automotive 
Chemicals

Splash, CRC, Peak, RainX, 
Sprayon, Prestone, Gunk, 
Sta-Bil, Oil Eater

Automotive chemicals fill, flush, and clean 
vehicle systems to keep them running 
properly. Additives smooth the operation 
of engines and fuel systems to improve 
performance. Automotive cleaners and 
degreasers dissolve brake dust, oil, dirt,  
and other deposits from vehicle parts. 
Coolants help control temperatures in 
radiators and braking systems to reduce 
wear and avoid breakdowns. Automotive 
fluids for brake, power steering, and 
transmission systems provide lubrication, 
maintain pressure, and help prevent 
overheating and corrosion. Windshield 
washer fluid clears road film, grime, and 
bugs from windshields. Air fresheners mask 
or eliminate odors within vehicles.

Auto Detailing 
Supplies

Tough Guy, Carrand,  
Armor All, Zep Professional, 
Absorber, Blue Magic,  
Turtle Wax

Automotive detailing supplies help maintain 
the interior and exterior of vehicles. 
Automotive appearance products such as 
drying and detailing cloths are used for 
wiping off water, clearing dirt, and applying 
rubbing compounds and glazes. Automotive 
polishers use pads and attachments for 
cleaning, buffing, and polishing vehicles. Car 
wash components include undercarriage 
cleaners, tire sprayers, and nozzles that 
keep car washes in good repair. Interior and 
exterior cleaners include sprays, soaps, and 
concentrates for removing dirt and soils from 
the inside and outside of vehicles.
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Automotive 
Interior 
Accessories

Code 3, Garmin, Gamber-
Johnson,  Weathertech, 
Roadpro, Bell

Automotive interior accessories help drivers 
navigate, monitor conditions around their 
vehicles, and keep their vehicles clean and 
comfortable. 12-volt accessories include 
power adapters and fans that plug into a 
vehicle's 12-volt outlet. Automotive camera 
systems provide images so drivers can 
monitor the area outside their vehicles, 
especially while backing up. Headsets allow 
hands-free communication. Covers and floor 
mats protect vehicle interiors from stains, 
dirt, and damage. DC auxiliary heaters warm 
vehicle interiors using surplus power from 
a generator linked to the engine. Interior 
automotive accessories are used for holding 
drinks, mounting electronics, monitoring 
time or temperature, and cushioning seats. 
Navigation and tracking systems provide 
directions and maps to help drivers reach 
their destination.

Automotive 
Lifting/Garage 
Equipment

Bio-Circle, Graymills, 
SmartWasher, Oil Eater, 
Westward, CRC

Automotive lifting and garage equipment 
provides the lifting and cleaning power 
needed in auto repair shops and fleet 
maintenance operations. Brake drum dollies 
aid the removal and installation of truck 
hub assemblies and brake drums. Oil filter 
crushers help comply with environmental 
regulations by squeezing oil residue out of 
used filters and reducing filters to a compact 
size for disposal or recycling. Parts washers 
are used with parts degreaser or other 
cleaners and solvents to remove dirt and 
grime from metal tools and parts. Vehicle lift 
systems lift vehicles to gain access to the 
undercarriage for maintenance and repairs.

Automotive 
Lifting Tools

OTC, Westward, Omega, 
Gray, Hein-Werner, Vestil

Automotive lifting tools are jacks, stands, 
and ramps that raise vehicles off the 
ground or lift vehicle components to allow 
maintenance and repairs. Air, mechanic,  
and hydraulic floor jacks are used in auto 
shops and garages to provide air- or 
hydraulic-powered lifting of vehicles and 
other heavy loads. Automotive loading 
ramps move vehicles that need repair 
or load vehicles like forklifts onto trailers 
for transport to jobsites. Bottle jacks are 
portable hydraulic jacks that can be stored 
in a vehicle for on-the-go maintenance 
such as tire changes. Engine stands hoist 
and support engines so mechanics can 
access all sides for inspection and repair. 
Motorcycle lifts and plow jacks are sized 
to lift motorcycles, ATVs, and other small-
engine equipment. Transmission jacks 
have an adjustable head for aligning with 
transmission bolts patterns and pins. Vehicle 
stands are typically used in pairs to jack up 
and support each side of a vehicle.
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Automotive 
Lubricants

Everest, Seafoam, Valvoline, 
Pennzoil, Mobil

Automotive lubricants are professional-
strength products such as oils for reducing 
engine wear and chemical treatments 
for optimizing fuel systems. Engine and 
motor oils lubricate moving engine parts to 
reduce friction, protect against corrosion, 
and prevent heat buildup that can damage 
engines. Fluid evacuators facilitate 
automotive fluid changes by clearing  
out spent transmission fluid, engine oil, 
coolant, and more. Fuel system treatments 
keep automotive fuel systems clean by 
removing water and deposits that can 
reduce system performance.

Automotive 
Maintenance 
Tools

NOCO, Westward,  
Proto, Schumacher  
Electric, Lincoln, Bayco, 
Battery Tender

Automotive maintenance tools aid fleet 
and vehicle maintenance by facilitating 
inspections, removing parts, easing fluid 
refills, and reducing mess. Automotive 
specialized tools are mechanic tools for 
taking measurements and installing or 
removing parts. Creepers allow mechanics 
to roll under and around vehicles during 
inspections and repairs. 

Tire & Wheel
Westward, Haltec, Marastar, 
Peerless, Tru-Flate, Slime, 
Milton, Victor, Ken-Tool

Tire and wheel equipment helps maintain, 
repair, and balance tires to keep vehicles on 
the road. Inner tubes and reliners replace 
punctured or deteriorated tubes to hold air 
within tires. Tire bead sealers and patch 
cements bond patches and plugs to tires. 
Tire chains fit over tire treads to provide 
traction in snow and ice. Tire repair patches 
and sealants cover or fill in punctures to 
plug leaks. Tire changing machines and tire 
mounting tools help remove tires from wheel 
rims and mount tires to wheel rims. Tire 
chucks, inflators, and pumps add air to tires. 
Tire-pressure and tread-depth gauges check 
the air level and tread condition of tires. Tire 
and wheel balancers adjust tire balance to 
ensure consistent contact with roads and 
prevent uneven tread wear. Tires and wheels 
are replacement units for vehicles such as 
trailers, wheelbarrows, lawn mowers, and 
garden tractors.

Vehicle Lighting

Whelen, GoLight,  
Federal Signal, Maxxima, 
Code 3, Grote, Stryker, 
Ecco, PSE Amber

Vehicle lighting provides visibility so drivers 
can navigate and people can see nearby 
cars, trucks, and trailers. Automotive  
lighting strips brighten cabs, compartments, 
and cargo areas. Emergency vehicle warning 
lights and vehicle light bars call attention to 
first responders, security patrols, and utility 
crews. Remote-controlled spotlights direct 
light on specific areas. Vehicle courtesy lights 
and dome lights illuminate vehicle interiors. 
Vehicle strobes and beacons identify forklifts 
and moving equipment in areas such as 
parking lots and warehouses. Vehicle work 
lights supply extra light at jobsites.


